
Walkthrough

~Important Characters, Items & Places:
~Tyrin- Royal Knight; Mia- Dark Mage; Baeon- Light Mage; Sylea- Archer; Yasian- Wizard; 
Sylar- Fighter; King Lasador; Dark Magician Radasol; Prince Quensan
~Obelisk of Memory; Mirror of Tranquility
~Firu House- Grune Town

~Items:
-Mushtachio Pistascios= restores 500 HP
-Indigo Berry= restores 2,500 HP
-Tangerine Dream= restores all health
-Water= restores 200 MP
-Herb= antidote to poison
-Rare Herbs= removes all status ailments
-Lucky Clover= restores a hero who has died
-Grune= restores all health & mana
-Pinecherry= restores all HP and MP for entire party
-Grapes of Wrath= spit the seeds at foes for unbelievable damage
-Prismfruit= mysterious fruit

~Badges: (what they protect against)
-Wellness= poisoned;   -Bright= blinded;   -Loud= silenced;   -Sensible= confusion
-Wakeful= falling asleep;   -Moving= paralysis;   -Stunning= stunned

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Tyrin Tower:
-After you wake up and go through all the conversations, go and meet Mia up at the top of the tower.
-Once you reach the top of the tower walk up to her to fight her.
-After you fight her and she joins your party, and then head back down through the tower. Before you 
leave the top floor click on the Mirror of Tranquility to restore your health and mana. Also you can go a 
head and save now if you want.
-Remember to check chests and pots for items as you go, by the end you will get: Herb x4, Water x3, 
Lucky Clover x2, Mustachio Pistachio x2, Long Sword x2.
-Right after you leave the tower, but before you go onto the overworld, go the left and then up to find a 
well. Click on the well to get water x1 out of it.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Great Hedge Maze:
-After you leave the tower, head west to Castle Lorewyn.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



~Castle Lorewyn:
-Before you enter the castle I recommend saving, then enter the castle and make your way to the throne 
room.
{Through the maze= Go right first to a find a chest. Then go all the way left, and continue to follow the 
maze still you reach two chests with a door in between on the top wall. Check the chests and then go 
left and once again follow the path till you reach another chest with a door next to it. Both of those 
doors are locked for now, so you will need to check later. Head back always till so see the save point 
and make sure you go ahead and save. Then head to the right, to the door with the slime in front of it. 
That is the throne room.}
-Once you defeat the slime lord and slime ball x3, enter the throne room. By this time you should have 
gotten all the chests you can for now, which have in them: Herb x1, Mustachio Pistachio x3, Water x2.
-Walk straight up until you reach the King Lasador. Talk with him and he will tell you to go talk to the 
prince in the library, which is the door to your left.
-Check all the bookcases in the library for some helpful books and Scroll of Blizzard x1, Scroll of Fire 
x1, Scroll of Flame x1, Scroll of Ice x1, Scroll of Bolt x1, Scroll of Lightning x1.
-After you talk to the prince he will join your party. Talk to the king again to receive the Key to 
Serenity, then leave the castle.
-Check to the left of the castle grounds for a chest which has Elixir of Mana x1.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Garden of Serenity:
-Once you reach the world map again, head behind the castle to the gate in the hedge of the maze to 
enter the Garden of Serenity.
-Once in the garden stop at all the different trees to get different items: Grapes of Wrath, Tangerine 
Dream x2, Prismfruit, Pinecherry.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Great Hedge Maze:
-After you leave the garden you need to leave the maze by heading north.
-If you look at the map you got, of the world, it shows the maze and if you look closely you can kind-of 
see how to get out. It is a bit easier to see the path if you have the game on full screen. If if don't want 
to use the map, or can't tell just pick a path and go for it. Although even if you use the map it will be 
trial and error.
-Also at this time you can not get to the the green chest that is in the middle of the maze.
-When you get to the exit, I recommend saving the game before you fight the big spider.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Gordon Village:
-Once you exit the maze, head east a bit until you see a village to the north.
-Explore the town, stock up on any items you need, and rest at the inn if you want. Every inn has an 
Obelisk of Memory, save point, in one of its rooms to save at even if you don't stay at the inn.
-You can find several items throughout the town and in the northeast corner you will find a tangerine 
tree, for a tangerine dream. The other items you will find in the village are: Mustachio Pistachio x3, 
Water x1.



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Once you finish checking out the town, head back to the world map and then head south following the 
river until you see a town.
-As you are heading south, you will see to your right a thing that looks like a fire pit used for camping. 
Once you have a tent you can use these spots to camp for free and when you camp you heal up 
completely. So a tent is a good investment.
-If you go east a bit more you will see a tree standing alone, click on it to get a grune.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Grune Village/Town:
-Explore the town for different items, rest at the inn if you want, stock up on supplies and in this town 
you can purchase weapons and armor. The items you can find through out the town are: Mustachio 
Pistachio x3, Water x1.
-Before you purchase anything I recommend that you go through the center of town all the way north to 
the Lord and Lady's house.
-Check the left side of the house to get a grune, which is a great item and super expensive at any item 
shop you go too.
-Then visit the lady of the house to receive the Balrame Key and the Firu sword.
-You can only get these items if you agree to save her children. So you need to agree because you can 
not cross the bridge over the Balrame Bridge without the key.
-Now that you have talked to the Lady of the town, equip the Firu sword for Tyrin and then you can go 
and upgrade your armor and weapons.
-Once you leave the town head south again following the edge of the maze, until you see a tree 
standing alone. Go up to the tree and press the action button to get another grune. Anytime you see a 
tree like this you can get a 1 grune from it, so make sure to keep an eye out.
-Now you can go ahead and go to the bridge, and once you enter you will find Sylar on the ground. 
Baeon will heal him and then he will join your party. But before you continue across the bridge return 
to Grune Town and upgrade Sylar's armor.
-Now make sure you have everything you need from this side because once you completely cross the 
bridge you can not return for a while.
-When you are ready cross the bridge and prepare for a tough fight. At the end of the walkthrough I 
will put up the best way I found to fight the bosses.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Once get off the bridge and it collapses, Baeon will say that he needs to rest and Sylar will tell you 
about a farm that is to the north, Lundwin Farm.
-Head there and once you enter the farm, explore around to find several items. Check the well, the 
barrels & look for sparkles to find: Mustachio Pistachio x2, Water x1, Rare Herb x1, Lucky Clover x1.
-Then head into the house and talk to the lady there to rest for the night.
-When you wake up Baeon will be gone, but still head to the wall anyway.
-After you are finished at the farm leave and head east into the Forbidding Forest.
-Go all the to the wall, ignore the house for now.
-Once you reach the wall, walk up to it to find out that you need something to help you get over. Then 



head all the way left to find a green chest, a little hidden, with 7,942 gems in it.
-Now head back to the house you saw right next to the wall.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Yasian's House:
-Head to the right of the house to get some water from the well.
-Now head into the house and you will soon find out that you need to solve some puzzles first.
-Once you solve the puzzles you will reach the room with the wizard in it. You will also be reunited 
with Baeon, who will rejoin your party.
-Then go and talk to the wizard to find out what he has to say about the wall and how to get over it.
-After talking to the wizard Yasian find out that the only way over the wall is a magical artifact that he 
lost on Mt. Zephyr, the lone mt. to the northwest of there. The path to the Mt. goes through a dense part 
of the forest, the entrance is in on it's western side near Valarez village, just west of the house.
-Once you are on the world map again head west to the river and then follow the river north, ignoring 
the house you see for now, to Valarez Village.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Valarez Village:
-Before you enter the village go to the left and down into the inlet to the tree at the bottom, click on it 
to get another grune.
-Once you enter the village talk to the girl that has a hat on walking around the entrance.
-Explore the town and houses for: water x1, mustachio pistachio x1.
-Stay at the inn if you want, and stock up on supplies.
-Then head out of the village and go to the east, between the two mountain ranges till you see a dead 
looking tree.
-Walk up to the cursed tree to find out what you need to do next.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Now head back toward Valarez Village and go north until you see a run-down tower. Walk up to it to 
find out that the gate is locked and that you need a rune to open the gate which in in Yasian's old house, 
south of Valarez.
-Now head south following the river back to the house we passed earlier.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Yasian's Old Home:
-Before you enter, go to the right to get some water from the well.
-Enter the house and follow the same path that you took in his other house.
-Once you get to his office go to the table to the right and click on the open book to read what it says.
-Now head back to the Runic Tower.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Outside Runic Tower:



-Before you enter the gate, go to the right to find a chest with a water in it, and go to the left to find 
another chest with another water in it.
-Walk up to the door to find out that you can't get through that way.
-Go to the left side of the tower to find a well. Walk up to it to climb down under the tower.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Runic Well:
-Make sure you check every passageway to get the items that are down there. There are only two chests 
down there and one contains a staff of paralysis. The second one you come across you have to fight a 
monster first then you get a poisoned claw.
-Before you fight the big snake monster at the end of the cave, the one you see, make sure you are all 
healed up and save at the save point south of the monster.
-Once you have beaten the monster continue to follow the path till you reach some vines going up. 
Climb them to finally get into the tower.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Inside Runic Tower:
-f1= take the northwest stairs
-f2= go to the only set you can get to 
-f3= around to the next set
-f4= to the southeast set
-f5= avoid the orb of water for now (don't walk on any of the purple squares) and go north for a lucky 
clover in a chest; go up those stairs
-f6= go around to the next set of stairs
-f7= go to the southwest stairs
-f8= the chest has an indigo berry, go east to the next set
-f9= go around to the next stairs
-f10= go up the southeast set; there is an indigo berry in the chest, and a save point
-f10= northeast stairs go to the orb of wind
-f10= northwest stairs takes you to the sword of wind (which works again earth) and a chest with an 
indigo berry
--back to f7
-f7= go to the northeast set to get the sword of earth (which works against wind)
-f7= northwest stairs takes you to the orb of earth
--back to f4
-f4= southwest stairs will take to to a chest with an indigo berry in it
-f4= northwest stairs takes you to the sword of water
--back to f1
-f1= northeast stairs takes you to a chest with an indigo berry in it
-f1= southeast stairs takes you to the sword of fire
-f1= southwest stairs takes you to the orb of fire
--once you have all the swords and have beaten all the orbs head back down to the first floor and step 
on the square that is lit up between the four orbs. You will then be taken up to the 12th floor.
-f12= follow the right, left and bottom paths to get some items. When you are all healed up and ready 
click on the silver chest to fight all four orbs at once.



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Once you beat the four orbs Yasian will send you back down the tower. As soon as you are on the 
world map save, so you don't risk something happening and having to go through fighting the orbs all 
over again.
-Now head back to the cursed tree and use the runic axe to get through.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Forbidden Forest:
-follow all the paths to get different items from chests, they are: Mustachio Pistachio x1, Elixir of Mana 
x1, Staff of Blindness x1, Lucky Clover x1, Elixir of Life x1, Water x1, Frame Shield x1, 5,832 gems, 
and Grune x1 (off a tree), Tangerine Dream x2 (off 2 trees)
-Once you have gotten everything head north as far as you can, then follow the east, then down till you 
see a plant off to the east.
-Before you fight the plant I recommend saving at the save point south of the plant. {As I'm sure you 
have noticed by now, at every boss there is a save point somewhere close by.}
-Make sure you are also all healed up, then go and fight the big plant.
-Once you have beat it just continue going east off the screen.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Now head north following the sea, until you see a snowy area with a tower, a run-down castle and a 
town.
-You can stop at Enia town to check out it out if you want. While there you can upgrade you equipment 
& armor, you can rest & save at the inn, and you can find 2 waters in the wells.
-Also if you talk to the people in town, the ones that will talk to you, you find out the Loria who lived 
in the forest left when the monsters started appearing. They went to join the rest of their kind at Elin 
Isle. They did this by using the tower near the town, it somehow magically connected to the isle 
allowing them to travel there.
-Once you are done in town head back to the world map and continue following the sea north.
-You will soon see a lone mountain with a path going up it, that is Mt. Zephyr.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Mt. Zephyr:
-There are several paths you can take, center, left, far left, right, far right and very far right.
-Take the far left path to get a couple of items, they are: Elixer of Defense x1, Tangerine Dream x1.
-Don't bother with the center or any of the right side paths, as in the end they all connect with each 
other and don't go anywhere.
-Once you get the two items, take the left path and make your way to the peak.
-When you get there look for some sparkles on the ground, but before you click on them make sure you 
are all healed up and ready for a fight.
-Then click on the sparkles to get the item Yasian dropped and then find out the reason he dropped it. 
After that the fight I mentioned above will start automatically. {Again check at the end of the 
walkthrough for help if you need it.}



{-Also I forgot to check this time if there is a save point near the peak, but I am pretty sure there is. I 
didn't need it but you never know, so just in case is my thought. This time I just wasn't thinking.}
-After the fight Yasian will transport you back down the mountain and now you can head back to the 
wall.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Follow the sea back down till you can't go anymore.
-Go west to enter the Forbidding Forest maze you went through before. Make your way through back 
through the maze, hope you remember how you got through the first time. Even if don't remember it is 
pretty straightforward, head west, then south, then west again and you will get there.
-You will eventually end up on the other side and now you can finally head off to the wall.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Wall- West:
-You will enter the wall area and see Yasian standing at the bottom of the wall.  Click on him to find 
out what he has to say.
-You will then receive Wizard Rope from him. He will explain to you about the rope then leave the 
party.
-Move to the place he was standing, face the wall the press the action button to toss the rope up.
-Then just climb up, and when you reach the top move to the left and if you are ready climb and the 
east side of the wall.
-Before you climb down unequip all of Sylar's armor & weapon. You will find out why in a moment.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Wall- East:
-When you reach the bottom Sylar will tell you he is going to look for his sister who he thinks has gone 
north to seek the wisdom of the Loria. Unfortunately Radasol's fortress, which is where we need to go, 
is to the south.
-Before you leave go to the right all the way and look for a chest, that sort-of blends in, for a tangerine 
dream.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-When you get to the world map, if you go east and then south between two sets of mountains, the head 
west you will see the entrance to the Crystal Caverns. For now through head north for a while 
following the sea thing until you are out of the forest of dead trees. You will then see a village right 
outside the forest.
-Enter the village to see what Mia has to say. Then explore the town and in the item shop you will find 
several chests with Rare Herb x1, Tent x1 (which is reusable), Water x1, Indigo Berry x1. Also behind 
the counter you will find a Grune. Outside the item shop you will see a hole in the ground, click on it to 
find a water.
-There is nothing else to find in town, but by now you should realize that everyone are sheep.
-Continue to head north to see another tower in a snowy area, head into the tower area and go to the left 



to get a water from the well.
-When you leave the tower you will see an igloo to the east. Head around the mountains and enter the 
igloo to find a woman.
-Talk to her to find out she is a Forest Lorian but was to late to join her family and friends when they 
moved to Elin Isle. The Lorian Guards had already sealed the towers. She then ask you to give the 
Lorian Box to the King of Loria if you are ever able to make to Elin Isle.
-Then head back around the south of the mountains and head east.
-Once you reach the sea head south till Beaon says he is tired and needs to rest. He will suggest using 
the tent and Mia will say that she used to use a campsite north of there.
-Head north until you see the campsite, stand on top of the fire pit and click to rest for the night. Then 
follow what happens during the night.
-When you wake up in the morning head south until you see a village.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Eppish Village:
-Enter it to see what Mia has to say about this village, then head over to the inn.
-Explore the town for items and a way to open the inn door. Soon you will find that the town is deserted 
and that there is nothing there.
-Go to the top of the town to see two rows of graves. Read those graves to figure out how to open the 
inn door. {Hint: Start at the bottom row, right to left, then the top row, right to left.}
-When you finally get the inn door open, go in to find Beaon waiting for you. Go up and talk to him, 
listen to the conversation that comes after.
-Once you have done that head back to the world map and head west following the wake side until you 
see a bridge.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Caer Lorewyn:
-Walk over the bridge until you enter an area that has a thing in it that looks like a monument and 
follow what they have to say.
-Then walk up to the monument thing and click it to see what they have to say this time. When you are 
asked to, choose the Prismfruit from the item's list and it will automatically be put in the monument 
thing.
-Make sure you are all healed up & you have saved since you left the village, before you head over the 
Bridge of Light.
-When you are almost across the bridge the Sea Dragon will emerge and you have to fight it.
-Once you beat the dragon continue north until you enter the ruins of Caer Lorewyn.
-As usual I recommend saving your game before you enter the ruins.
-When you walk up to the ruins you will see that some rocks have blocked the entrance.
-Head to the right until you see some vines going up the wall. Climb up them and head right a couple of 
steps, then go down the next set of vines.
-Once you are back on the ground, go right until you see a hole in the wall of the ruins. Continue past 
the hole to the end and then walk across the moat on the lilly pads. Once you are on the other side go 
left until you see a tree and click on it to get a grune.
-Now go back and enter through the hole to get into the ruins.
-Explore the ruins' first floor for 20 gems and six empty chests. Also ignore the door along the south 
inner wall for now.



-You can go up the stairs in any order, but for this walkthrough I will write the order I used.
-The southwest stairs leads to a room on f2 (floor 2), that has in the chest 100 gems, lucky clover x1, 
along with two empty chests.
-Then head up the next flight of stairs, the only other one in the room, to f3.
-In that room, find lucky clover x1 in the chest and on the north wall you will see a yellow button 
guarded by a Liogle.
-Walk up the creature and fight it, it is a pretty easy fight, and you win press the button.
-Then head back down to f1 and head to the southeast stairs.
-Now up the southeast stairs to reach a room on f2. In the room you will find in the chests pure water 
x1, a scroll of lightning and one empty chest.
-Then head up the next set of stairs to a room on f3 and you will see another button on the north wall 
guarded by another Liogle.
-Once again fight the creature and when you win press the button and then head back to f1.
-This time go up the northeast stairs to get to a room on f2. In this room you will see a row of chests, 
among them you will get elixir of intellect x1 in the second closest chest to the left wall. The rest of the 
chests are empty.
-Now head up the next set of stairs and just like the two times before, you will see a liogle guarding a 
button. Also just like before you have to fight the liogle to be able to press the button.
-When you have won the fight and pressed the button, head back down to f1 and this time head over to 
the northwest stairs.
-Go up the northwest stairs to reach another room on f2, and in this room you will find lucky clover x1 
in the chest.
-As usual head up the next set of stairs to reach a room on f3 with a liogle guarding another button. Just 
like the three times before, fight it and press the button, and then head back down to f1.
-Now you can go through the door in the middle of the south inner wall. Walk through that door and 
click on the next door to go through that one. If it says it is locked just walk around for minute then 
return and it should let you in this time.
-When you enter the center room, go straight up to find a save point and a mirror of tranquility, 
remember where they are for later.
-Now head to the far right and follow that path up and around, getting 7,459 gems from the chest, until 
you see a red button. This time you have to walk over it to press it down.
-Now head back and follow the path at the top of the room on the right side. Go up and to the right, 
then up again to get 7,000 gems from a chest, and go down to press the red button.
-Go back to the center room and this time head to the top left path. Follow that one up and to the left till 
you reach the button.
-Go back once again and follow the far left path this time. Get a mystic cloth from the chest, then go 
left and down to find the red button.
-Once you have pressed all the red buttons head back up the top right path. This time instead of going 
right, go left and up to enter what use to be the throne room.
-Walk all the way up and then go around the throne to find a passageway hidden by an old sheet or flag. 
Follow the hidden passageway through the wall and emerge in another area.
-In this new area go left first, then head up to find a room full of chests, which you can get 3 each of 
Tangerine Dream, Indigo Berry, Mustachio Pistachio, Rare Herb, Water and Lucky Clover.
-Now go back to the intersection and go up and follow that path around to a set of stairs that will take 
you to f2.
-Now follow the hallway around and make your way to the left. When you reach the end go up to find a 
room with several chests, in them you can get Mustachio Pistachio x8.
-Now go back and head down this time to find an Indigo Berry in a chest.
-Continue to follow the path around and you will enter a big room with purple tiles and a flame in the 



middle.
-Head straight through the room to the other side and follow that path around. When you get the chance 
go left to enter a room with a couple of chests. In there you will find Mustachio Pistachio x1, and a 
Leather Shield.
-Go back and continue to follow the path just a little bit until you can head down. Follow that path a 
short ways until you reach a chest with a feathered hat in it.
-Go back and head up this time, then follow the right path to head down some stairs back to f1. Follow 
the path around to a chest with a Mystic Cap in it.
-Go back and take the left path to go up the stairs to f3.
-Take the top path, when you get a chance, to find 142 gems in a chest. Go back down and follow that 
path all the way around. At one point you will see a chest with 7,459 gems in it. Continue around till 
you enter another big room with purple tiles on the floor. Go straight through to the other side and 
instead of going down, for now head up and follow the path. When you get a chance head up into a 
room with a chest in it and you will get a Knight's Sword from it. Go back just a bit and head left to 
continue following that path.
-Head all the way to the end till you see a save point. Save and then head down into a room full of 
bookshelves. Check the shelves to find one each of Scroll of Lightning, Scroll of Bolt, Scroll of Fire, 
Scroll of Flame, Scroll of Ice, Scroll of Blizzard.
-As you head down to the bottom of the room you will see a girl trapped behind bookcase. She will 
then ask for your help in moving the bookcase. Make sure you are all healed up and ready for a fight.
-Walk up to the bookcase and click on it to have Beaon try to move it. As soon as you do that the 
bookcase comes alive and attack you.
-Fight it to free the girl and when you have won walk up to the girl to find out who she is and why she 
is there.
-Once you have talked to her and found out she is Sylea, Sylar's sister, she will join you on the quest. 
But before she does that you get to enjoy a little banter and embarrassment for the party.
-Once all of that is done and she has joined upgrade her armor, if you unequipped Sylar's armor before 
you can use that. If you didn't, like I did the first time, just use what you have collected throughout 
Caer Lorewyn.
-Now head back down all the way to the  intersection right after the big room. Follow the path down 
and around to the hole at the end of the hallway, it is shown by some light on the ground in front of it.
-Climb down the vines and you will find yourself in the courtyard of f1. Explore the courtyard to find 
some chests and trees. Within the chests you will find Knight's Sword x1, Morning Star x1, Rod of 
Poison x1, Circlet x1 and Tangerine Dream x4 from the trees.
-Unfortunately I could not find a way back into the ruins from the courtyard. So once you have 
collected everything go back to the vines that you climbed down and climb back up. Now you have to 
go all the way back through the castle ruins to get out, just follow the same path you took to get there.
-Also it might seem like it sucks for having to go back through but for one it goes quicker then going 
the other way because you have already picked up everything. And two you will end up getting more 
experience and money which is always good.
-Once you reach the throne room heal up and get ready for a fight. Head down to the end of the throne 
room to find a cloaked figure standing in your way. 
-Walk up and click to talk to him and then read the conversation that follows. Then you have to fight 
him, it is a hard and semi long fight, but you can win if you make the right choices and have some luck 
on your side.
-Once you win listen to what everybody has to say, and once it is decided that you will head to the Dark 
Fortress south of here finish getting out of the castle ruins.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



~Overworld:
-Once you get out of the castle ruins, cross the Bridge of Light again, and head south across the Dark 
Desert. 
-Head south until you reach a mountain range, then go west until you reach the sea. Head down 
between the sea and the mountain range until you hear a weird sound from above. Mia will let you 
know that something is above you and it is not a bird, so prepare for a very hard, long and in my 
opinion an annoying fight. (It is possible to win this fight, eventually, so in case during the fight you 
were thinking about using the Grapes of Wrath I recommend saving them for another fight. They are 
amazing but you can only use them once and just like before the bosses will only get harder.)
-After you win the fight you will see a cave entrance to the right, it will take you into Drakencove.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Drakencove:
-As soon as you enter the cave you will see a huge egg. Walk up to it and click to see what they have to 
say. As you follow the path you will see another egg, click on it to see what they have to say. Then in a 
few more steps you will see three eggs, click on one of them to see what else the party has to say. After 
this don't worry about the broken eggs, just marvel at how many there are.
-Explore the caves' different paths to get many items, you can get Rod of Earth x1, Elixir of Intellect 
x1, Crossbow x1, Water x1, 
-As you make your way east through the cave you will eventually see an unbroken egg, click on it and 
watch what happens next.
-Once you have the dragon continue toward the exit, but don't forget to continue exploring the cave as 
there is still another item to find.
-Continue heading east till the end, then head south till you see a creature standing next to another 
broken egg and in front of the cave exit.
-As usual I recommend saving, just in case, at the save point next to the creature.
-Fight the creature and when you win the dragon will join your party. Now head out the exit back to the 
desert.
-On the world map follow the path between the two mountain ranges until you see the Dark Fortress. 
Enter it to continue the story.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Dark Fortress:
-Once you enter the fortress, of you head up all the way you will find a locked door that you will be 
able to get through later, so remember it. Also you will find a save point and a mirror of tranquility, also 
remember these items as I always found it helpful to know where they are so you can use them anytime 
you need.
-Head back down till you reach the intersection and you can go either way but for the purpose of this 
walkthrough I will tell you how I completed it.
-Of course as always while you are exploring don't forget to look for chests.
-First go to the left and follow the path around till you reach an intersection and first go down to find a 
chest with Brit Knee Spear x1.
-Now head back and follow the path north this time. The first path to the right has a chest at the end 
with Iron Armour x1 in it. When you reach the next hallway up take the left path and climb the stairs to 
reach a long hallway on f2.



-Follow the hallway all the way down until you reach a big room, go right once you enter the room to 
reach what looks like a kitchen to the north. Go in to find Mustachio Pistachio x1, Water x1, Rare Herb 
x3, Lucky Clover x2 and Tangerine Dream x2  in the chests there. Continue heading north to find a 
maid's key in one of the chests in the rooms.
-Once you have the maid's key you can now open the door that was locked before, the one between the 
save point and the mirror of tranquility. Don't worry about the east path for now, you will get to it in a 
little bit.
-Once you reach the door it is best if you heal up and save because you have a big fight ahead of you. 
When you are ready go through the down to find Radasol waiting for you in the room. Walk up to him 
and click to begin the fight. {Hint: make sure you have your best equipment equipped.}
-Once you have won heal the party up completely first and equip the crystal axe if you want, you will 
find out why later, then click on him again to talk to him and hear what he has to say. Find out that he is 
the actual king and that Radasol is posing as him and find out that Beaon can't be the prince because 
the king never had a child. Also find out that part of the story that was told to explain Beaon sudden 
appearance is true. The king's brother, Quensan, fathered a child out of wedlock more than a decade 
ago. Apparently the mother was a young woman from the town of Grune, but she ran away to have the 
baby is secret, because of this Mia still thinks that Beaon is the prince, just Quensan's son not the kings. 
When she asks where they can find Quensan the king tells you that he was killed by Radasol, that when 
he couldn't find the woman and his son he devoted himself to finding and defeating the unknown dark 
magician. When the king met Radasol he told the king that Quensan was dead, so now Beaon thinks he 
father is dead. But the king informs them that Beaon can't be the missing son because he is too old and 
looks nothing like the woman or his bother and in fact Sylea looks more like it except her hair color is 
wrong. After all these revelations you will find out what Radasol is really doing, that he is looking for 
the mystic power of Lorewyn known as "Lore," you then find out what Lore is and what it can do. 
After a couple of more revelations Radasol will appear and you will have to fight him immediately.
-After you win, Radasol will inform you of some things then take off saying that he has found the forth 
part of what he needs to gain the power of Lore. After he leaves the king will tell you that Radasol is 
most likely heading back to Castle Lorewyn, because that is where the power of Lore is granted, in the 
Garden of Serenity behind the castle. He will then give you a crystal shard which he says is from the 
Crystal Caverns, and that when it is near the others it can provide with enough light to take that 
shortcut. Also he tells you that legend says it can even light up the Realm of Darkness itself, which will 
come in handy later.
-As you are leaving go right and follow the path around till you have found two different chests that 
contains a Rod of Fire and 5,896 gems. Don't worry about the rest of the right side because there is 
nothing there.
-So now start heading back to Castle Lorewyn.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-After you leave the Dark Fortress head back around to the Drakencove and go back through them. 
Once you have made it through Drakencove head to the Crystal Caverns this time instead of going all 
the way around. You can enter the caverns now because you have the crystal shard the king gave you, if 
you tried to go that way before, if I remember correctly, you couldn't because it was to dark.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Crystal Caverns:



-When you enter the caverns you will see that it is still pretty dark and that the only real light is it at the 
entrance & exit, but if you go into your item menu and select the crystal shard it will lighten up the 
cavern a bit & it will produce a little bit of light around you. Trust me you want to do this as it makes 
getting through the cavern a lot easier, although it is possible without doing it, like I did the first time, it 
is just makes things more difficult, especially finding the chests.
-So now as you head through the caverns, as always explore around to find many chests with good 
items in them.
-Eventually you will reach a save point in the west part of the cavern, heal up, save & make sure you 
have your best equipment equipped. Then a few steps west you will see something that looks like a 
scorpion blocking your way, walk up to it to fight it.
-After you win the fight, before you exit head north up the path to find two more chests, then you can 
go head back down and leave the cavern.
-From all of the chests, including the ones you get after the boss fight, you receive: Crystal Blade x2, 
Water x2, Elixir of Mana x1, Staff of Confusion x1, Crystal Breastplate x2, Tangerine Dream x1, Rare 
Herb x1, Lucky Clover x1, Crystal Helm x2, Crystal Claw x1.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-Once you are out of the Crystal Caverns, head east and follow the path between the two mountain 
ranges until you are out, then head west to the wall.
-When you reach it you will find that it is now just piles of stones and that there is a path straight 
through it. You will also notice that all the trees of the west side of the wall are also dead, just the on 
the east side.
-As you are passing Yasian's house Beaon will suggest stopping in to see him and then you will be 
transferred in front of his house. Head into the house to find Yasian waiting for you in the first room 
and when you talk to him he will take you to his guest room for the night.
-When you wake up go talk to Mia, then head right and talk to Sylea who tells you Beaon is missing 
again and you all agree to go check with Yasian. Before you head through the door Sylea was standing 
in front of, head to the door that is south of where Mia was standing, to find a chest with a Ring of 
Water in it. Now head back in and over to the other door to go and talk to Yasian and to see if Beaon is 
with him.
-In the next room you will find Yasian waiting for you at the top of a set of stairs in the northeast 
corner, but before you talk to him go through the door at the southeast corner to find a chest with a 
Ring of Thunder in it. Now head back to Yasian to see what he has to say, but before you do that unquip 
all of Sylea's items. After that go talk to him and eventually Sylea will leave the party to go look for the 
real prince and then Yasian will join instead, and he will also teach the dragon new spells.
-After all of that you will leave his house and return to the overworld, when you do make sure do 
upgrade the equipment for Yasian and the dragon, and yes the dragon at least uses some weapons.
-Now continue heading west until you reach what used to be the river only to find it all dried up, which 
means you can walk right over it. Now head north all the way till you reach the entrance to the Great 
Hedge Maze, but now you will see that instead being all green it has been changed like everything else 
on the west side of the wall.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~the Great Hedge Maze:
-Head into the maze and make your way all the way down to Castle Lorewyn, until you find a hedge 



blocking your way to the castle. Since you can't get through right now head over to Tryin Tower and 
make your way to the top floor to find a creature there. Heal up and save, then walk up to him to see 
what he has to say first, & find out that he is there to block the way to the castle on behalf of Radasol. 
And that the only way to get through the hedge is with the Disillusion Medallion, which he holds, then 
the fight will begin, so prepare yourself.
-After you win he will say that he hadn't even got the chance to use his damned dagger and tries right 
then to attack Tyrin. But instead the dragon jumps in front of Tryin and takes the hit, which he dies 
from, and even Yasian can't bring him back.
-So now that you have the Disillusion Medallion equip it to Tryin and head back down to the hedge that 
was blocking your way, only to find it now gone because of the medallion, and now head over to the 
castle.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Castle Lorewyn:
-Once you enter make your way to the throne room following the same path you took the first time. On 
your way there you can now go through the two previously locked doors on either side of the throne 
room.
-Going through the east door continue up all the way to find a chest, a door & a set of stairs. After 
opening the chest go through the door find a storeroom with four chests in it, three of them are along 
the west wall kind-of hidden. Now go back and head up the set of stairs, then going south taking the 
right path all the way down to find a chest. Now go back and take the left path to find three more 
chests, as you go back to head down the stairs ignore the door north because there is nothing there.
-Now head over to the door on the west side of floor 1, as you head over there I recommend saving at 
the save point next to the throne room because you won't get another chance to save until after you 
fight Radasol two more times and win the second time. Go in to find one chest and two paths, take the 
right path which leads to a door that goes to what looks like another storage room with four chests. 
Now take the left path to reach a set of stairs leading to f2. Enter the door to the right of the stairs to 
find a chest, and go back and head south and take the right path first, when you reach it, to find a 
couple of chests. Then head down and follow the left path all the way around, finding many chests 
along the way & one locked one you will want to remember for later. Eventually you will reach a big 
room with two doors, the right one is locked, but you can enter the left one.
-When you do you will find Baeon sitting on the bed and when you talk to him you will find out that he 
doesn't know who you are and in fact thinks he really is the prince. After a couple of wrong tries Yasian 
will finally cure him and after talking a bit he will tell you that Radasol is right below them in the 
throne room. Also that there is a staircase leading to the throne room in the room next to this one and 
the key for it is in one of the chests in his room. Before you enter the right room since you have the 
castle key head back down to the locked chest you found and open it using the key. Also before you 
confront Radasol make sure you have updated Baeon equipment.
By the end of exploring the where the two doors lead you should have received from the chests in the 
east: Catnip x3, Rare Herb x1, Water x1, Grune x1, Elixir of Speed x1, Lucky Clover x1, Indigo Berry 
x1. From the chests in the west: Catnip x2, Tangerine Dream x4, Water x3, Ring of Wind x1, Ring of 
Ice x1, Ring of Fire x1, Pure Water x2, Rare Herb x1, Lucky Clover x1, Indigo Berry x1, castle key, 
Ring of Earth x1, Golden Staff x1, 4,000 gems & a locked chest= Robe of Light x1.
-Once you get down to the throne room click on Radasol to fight him after talking a bit. You can't win 
against him, the easiest thing to do is let him kill you off quickly. Once he has defeated your party there 
will be more talking and you find out how he acquired the power of Lore and that there is another way 
to do it. Yasian says that he can call upon the power but in doing so it will cost him his life. Then 
another fight will start automatically and after healing everybody completely Yasian will then cast 



Lore. This fight you have to win, and it is possible, so do everything you can cause if you lose you have 
to start all over from the last time you save, which sort-of sucks but such is life.
-Once you have won, you will find out that you only defeated the body of Quensan and that he still has 
the power of Lore. Once he leaves click on Quensan to talk to him and find out some of the reason why 
Radasol wants the power of Lore and how Quensan got possessed in the first place. You will be able to 
find out how to acquire the power of Lore through, that you need to acquire the blessings of the four 
Elemental Spirits. Each one is guarded by a dragon, you've already encountered two of them though, 
the Sea Dragon at the Bridge of Light and the Gale Dragon on Mt. Zephyr. You will find the Dune 
Dragon on Icus Isle down south and the Lava Dragon resides deep within the volcano known as Mt. 
Canovol. You will find each Spirit near its dragon and once you have received the all the blessings you 
have to take them to a powerful Spirit of Light or Darkness who will grant you the power of Lore. 
Since the Spirit of Darkness will not grant you the power you have to go to the Spirit of Light which is 
the Guardian in the Garden of Serenity. The wind was the hardest blessing to get but he remembers the 
fairytale about Mt. Zephyr's secret cave of treasures which could be reached by walking on the wind 
and sure enough about halfway up the east side of the mountain is a place where you can walk through 
the air as if it was solid ground, you need to follow this path to reach the secret cave. After all of this 
Mia will you give the notes she has been taking about all of this. After that click on Yasian to receive 
the rug he has been working on. Also he tells you to go and talk to the Guardian right now to see if she 
will give you some new powers.
-Now leave the castle and head around to the Garden of Serenity to talk to the Guardian.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Overworld:
-After you leave the castle head to the Garden of Serenity to talk to the Guardian, and when you talk to 
she will give you the power to call upon the dragon's power during battle. Also before you leave check 
the two orange trees to the left and right to get two more Tangerine Dreams.
-Once you leave the Garden start heading back to the maze and you will automatically be put on the 
magic carpet which as you can guess by now flies.
-From now on to get off the carpet just press enter but make sure you are on flat open ground and to get 
back on walk over it and press enter.
-Now that you can fly head east till you see a mountain with a village on the top, to get into the village 
land the carpet on the right side of the village. It will look like you have actually landed on the village, 
and then walk to the left to enter the village.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The World:  (village)
-After talking to one of the villagers next to the entrance you will find out why they call the village 
'The World'. Also that the mountain next to this mountain, Mt. Canovol is where the fairies live.
-Explore the town to update your equipment, armor, & stock up on supplies. Also next to the mine 
entrance you will find a Tangerine Dream on a tree.
-While exploring the village houses you will meet the Elder & find out that a long time ago they 
actually came from Lorewyn. Also that if you want to get to Canovol you will have to climb down the 
Mine shaft, it leads deep down into the caves of the River of Fire.
-When you are ready walk up to the person guarding the mine entrance to tell him that you have the 
elder's permission. He will then move and now you can enter the mine.



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Mine:
-B1= Follow the path around, it is pretty straight forward, until you reach a set of stairs going down.
-B2= if you explore around you will see piles of sand in the way to get some chests, you will need a 
shovel which you get later. Now go down the next set of stairs in the northeast corner.
-B3= as you explore around you will see a shovel lying on the ground, walk over it and click to pick it 
up. 
-B4= follow the path around to get one chest, then head down the next set of stairs.
-B5= save at the save point then explore the different paths until you find a sand pile in front of a 
skeleton who is blocking a ladder heading down.
-Once you win, head down the ladder you will reach the River of Fire.
-You get from the chests in the mine: Rare Herb x1, Dwarven Mail x1, Elixir of Strength x1, Rod of 
Wind x1, Water x1, Dwarven Sword x1, Ring of Earth x1.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~River of Fire:
-As you explore around, following the path, you will find a campsite to rest at and eventually you will 
find a fountain. When you click on it you will get some Liquid Ice in a bottle, this stuff is essential 
because you need it to cross the lava. Just walk up to the part of the lava that blocks your path and use 
the it to cover the lava with ice so you can cross it. Also you can only use it if there is just one space 
between you and the place you want to go so you will have to figure out the correct path.
-Now that you have some Liquid Ice I recommend first heading back to the beginning to get that one 
red chest since that is the farthest away and you get something good out of it. Then explore the rest of 
the area and once you have everything head to the east and up the first path you see.
-You get from the chests: Lucky Clover x1, Sword of Lava x1, Ring of Fire x1, Robe of Fire x1, Circlet 
of Flames x1.
-Follow that path around till you see a save point, heal up & save, and when you are ready continue 
following the path around until you see another skeleton blocking your path. Fight it to get to the ladder 
behind it, you can use the same strategy that you used on the last skeleton because it turns out it is the 
same one.
-Once you beat it head up the ladder to reach Mt. Canovol.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Mt. Canovol:
-When you enter the mountain from the ladder you are on F1, explore around to find stairs leading to 
the next floor. Immediately to the west you will see another campsite to rest at if you want, then 
continue following the path around till you reach the stairs.
-On f2, first head to the right to get several chests, then head back and go to the left to find the next set 
of stairs.
-On f3 follow the path around, finding chests along the way, to get to the next set of stairs.
-Now on f4, once again just follow the path around, getting one chest along the way, till you reach the 
next stairs.
-On f5 you will see a save point to the left, I recommend using it now. Then as usual follow the path 
around and prepare for a big fight against the Lava Dragon.
-Once you beat the dragon head up the stairs to reach the summit and before you talk to the butterfly to 



the left of the stairs, explore around. First head to the southwest corner, go down the vines twice, then 
to the right and when you see a post walk onto it and click to extend a rope across the lava waterfall. 
Walk across the rope and then up a set of vines to reach another chest.
-By the time you have finished with the mountain and are ready to talk to the butterfly thing you should 
have gotten from the chests: Water x2, Lucky Clover x4, Robe of Flames x1, Pure Water x1, Ring of 
Fire x1, Tangerine Dream x1, Sword of Lava x1.
-Once you are ready and have gotten everything head back around and up to the butterfly, which turns 
out to be a fairy. Click on it to  see what it has to say about where the Spirit of Fire is. It will tell you 
that it is up on the top of the mountain which is now floating in the air and that the only way to get 
there is with a magic bean that will grow a beanstalk that will connect with the top of the mountain. It 
will also tell you that the best place to look for a magic bean is with the Loria on Elin Isle. And since 
they don't speak the same language that you are speaking, the fairy will enchant you so all of you can 
speak their language. Once the fairy has done that she will even transport you back to the World village 
at the entrance to the mine.
-Now head out of the village and back onto the magic carpet and head over to Elin Isle.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Elin Ilse:
-Once you reach Elin Ilse land on the snowy area outside castle and then into the castle to see if you 
can get in. The guard will tell you that humans can't enter the Loria castle, so now you have to find a 
way in.
-Now head down and to the right to find a small village, enter it to find a way to get into the castle. As 
you explore the town find a two Tangerine Dream from some trees, and a water from the well. 
-When you are down exploring head into the items' shop to buy some Lorian clothes and hats, buy 
three of each and then equip them so you can enter the castle.
-Now head back to the castle and talk to the guard again, this time he will let you in, only if you are 
wearing the Lorian clothes and hats. Before you enter the castle though go to the right along the castle 
wall to find a chest with 17,936 gems in it.
-Then enter the castle and explore the village, to find that most of the doors are locked. Before you 
enter the main castle make sure you upgrade you armor & equipment, and I recommend buying an 
extra set of armor and some other weapons if you have extra money, you will find out why shortly.
-When you are ready head north to the castle, and when you enter talk to one of the guards standing 
next to the throne room door. He will tell you to come back tomorrow, so now head back down to the 
inn and rest for the night.
-You will wake to find Baeon missing again, but don't worry about that for the moment. Now head 
back to the castle and go through the throne room door, which is now unlocked, to talk to the king. 
When you reach the top of the throne room you will find Sylar there, but he does not remember who 
you are. Eventually the king will tell you where you can find some magic beans, in the gardens of the 
previous castle. Then you will recognize the princess as the girl you met in the igloo back on Lorewyn. 
Then you will be asked to give the music box to the king and when you do he will play the music box. 
That will show that the princess with them now is not the actual princess, but someone who was sent to 
take her place, and who was sent by Radasol. Then you fight her, as usual if you know the best things 
to use the fight is pretty easy. Also the nice thing about the Lorian clothes and hats is that you 
regenerate some HP every turn.
-Once you have won go up and talk to Slyar so he can rejoin your group, then talk to the King and he 
will ask you to give a letter to his real daughter. Now you can head back over to the igloo to get the key 
to the previous castle and give the princess the letter.
-Once you have done that you will get the Rune Key for the old castle, now go ahead and back your 



way over the previous castle.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 

~Castle Loria:
-As you enter the town, Mia will say that she feels a strange power coming from the snowmen and that 
it is best not to touch them.
-Explore all around the town to find in chests: Ice Claw x2, Rare Herb x1, Tangerine Dream x1, Spear 
of Ice x1, Rod of Ice x1, Ring of Ice x1, Ice Helm x1, Scroll of Flame x1, Scroll of Fire x1. In the 
northeast garden, look for dark green flowers to get: Lucky Clover x5.
-Once you have explored the town enter the palace to eventually make your way to the green garden in 
the northwest corner.
-Explore the palace to find in many chests throughout with many good items. Go right first to the East 
Wing of the palace to find in chests: Ice Shield x1, Sword of Ice x2, Ice Mail x2, Ice Helm x1. Now 
head into the throne room and walk up all the way to the top and click on the snowman blocking your 
way to start a fight. Before heading through the door to enter the West Wing, open the chest in the 
corner for an Ice Helm. Explore the west wing to find in the chests: Ice Robe x1 and Ice Cap x1. Then 
before you head out into the gardens to the left, as usual save at the save point and heal up.
-In one of the corners of the inner garden you will find the Enchanted Bean plant and then pick one. 
Sylar will then comment how he doesn't want to have to walk all the way back and wishes they could 
use the teleportation spell like before. Mia says she will give it a shot and after several tries she will 
finally get you to the entrance.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Faeryland:
-Plant the Enchanted Bean you got from the  Castle Loria in the dirt spot on the north side of the base 
of Mt. Canovol, now a volcano.
-Head up the beanstalk till you reach Faeryland. Then go to the statue of the fire spirit in the northwest 
corner and read what they say.
-Then go and stomp on the faery's house in the northeast area, to the north of the hole in ground. Stand 
on the house rubble, face north and talk to the butterfly, which is actually a faery and she will you down 
to faery size.
-Go all the way around (down then the left path) to the Shrine of the Fire Spirit and find out that there 
is a barrier around the shrine and that you will have to find out how to break it.
-On your way you will pass through a faery village, in there they have an item shop to stock up if you 
need, and they have several kinds badges there, even one kind to keep you from getting poisoned, very 
helpful while you are small. They also have an inn you can rest & save at, I recommend saving because 
while you are in faeryland you can't save outside a save point. Also next to a two of the houses on the 
way to the Shrine you will find some trees with some Tangerine Dream on them, the last two before 
you reach the Shrine. Also in the house southeast of the shrine you will find a faery that will heal you 
completely.
-Once you have visited the Shrine of the Fire Spirit head back to the castle, stock up on any supplies if 
needed and upgrade your equipment & armor if you want. Also there is an inn to the right with a save 
point. Then go and talk to the queen, straight forward from the door, fight her and when you win she 
will teach Mia the spell to break the barrier.
-By the time you reach the Shrine you should have collected everything from the chests, in which you 
get: Ring of Fire x1, Sword of Ice x1, Faery Rod x1, Faery Robe x1, Rod of Ice x1, Flame Mail x1, 



Flame Helm x1, Ring of Mana x1, 16,538 gems.
-Now head back to the Shrine of the Fire Spirit and walk up to it to have Mia break the barrier. After 
you enter just follow the path because it is the only path, also check behind some of the pillars as chests 
can be hidden there.
-When you finally reach f3, go down the first path to find three chests, down the second path is the save 
point and the third path is where you fight the Fire Spirit. To start the fight walk up to the plaque in 
front of the statue and click.
-Once you win Mia will try the teleportation spell again and like before after a couple of tries she will 
get you close to the exit. Just head to the left set of stairs and follow the path to get out. By the time you 
leave you could have gotten from the chests in the Shrine: Ring of Fire x1, Faery Helm x1, Ring of Life 
x1, Water x1, Lucky Clover x2, Fortunate Necklace x1, Faery Sword x1, 70,000 gems.
-Once you are outside head back to the queen to see if will make you human size again. She will tell 
you she can't and that you have to go back to the faery who cast the spell to have her remove it.
-Head back to the faery and she will make you human size again. Once you are head back to the 
beanstalk and head down.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Icus Isle:
-After you finish Faeryland I went down to Icus Isle, the only island down south.
-First go to the village and upgrade your equipment & armor if you want and buy any items you need. 
If you need money sell off equipment you don't need like the fire stuff. Also wander around outside and 
fight creatures and go back and rest in the inn when needed and make sure to save.
-Also when you talk to the villagers you will find out that a man came through the village saying that 
he just woke up on the island and didn't know how he got there, sound familiar. You will also find out 
that the man said he was heading to Icus Palace on the south part of the island.
-While exploring the the village you will find a Tangerine Dream on a tree and an Elixir of Defense in a 
chest, to find that you will have to go behind the Elder's house and along the top of the village.
-When you are ready try to leave the village but as you leave the dragon comes to you and the fight 
starts immediately.
-Once you win the fight head down to the castle where you can now break the barrier that is 
surrounding the palace. Before you enter the palace go to the left to find a chest among the trees with a 
Ring of Life in it.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Icus Palace:
-Enter the castle & explore around, and you will see that the right the north & the left then north paths 
are blocked by blocks. The right path is blocked by purple blocks, the north path by purple blocks & 
the north left path by red blocks, remember these colors as they are connected to the colors of the orbs 
you will find around the palace.
-So now head left and then down to find Baeon in front of a set of stairs and talk to him to see what he 
has to say about all of this and why he disappears every night. 
-Once you have completed the conversation head up the stairs to get to a room on f2. Once you open 
the chests head up the next flight of stairs to a bedroom on f3, open the chests then click on the purple 
orb that is on a the table in the northeast corner of the room.
-Now head back down to f1 and over to the right path that has the purple blocks blocking it and click 
on one of them to push it down. Now continue right and down to the set of stairs that lead to f2, and 





hallway, all the way until you reach a big room. Head left to the other passageway only to find it 
blocked and the King behind the rubble. Click on the rock in front of the king to talk to him and he will 
tell you that the dark spirit did in fact return to the fortress, which is why there is so much rubble 
around. Also he will tell you that he sensed dark spirit heading toward the east part of the fortress but 
that the way is probably blocked. He remembers reading that there was a secret passageway leading 
there somewhere around here but he doesn't remember where exactly.
-Once you have finished talking to the king head back to the right wall where you will see a fireplace. 
Click on it to find out that it is the secret passageway and Mia will douse the fire and now you can 
follow the tunnel. 
-Once you reach the room at the end, I recommend saving the game, and then get ready to fight the 
Spirit of Darkness. Once you win he will tell you he now has to return to the Realm of Darkness and is 
bound there for an age.
-Now go back to where the King was to see if he's still there, then head out of the castle, and you will 
meet Quensan at the door.
-Follow the whole conversation to find out who the real prince is and what has happened to him & 
Sylea. Also find out that Quensan allowed all the evil to happen to Lorewyn and that he used you to 
destroy the dark spirit. He then says that he is heading back to Castle Lorewyn, but tells you to stay 
away. Sylar tells you that when he was on Elin Ilse he heard about a great wizard on the Ilse that is 
supposed to be very wise, and that maybe he is as wise Yasian was.
-So once you leave the Dark Fortress get on the magic carpet and head up and over to Elin Ilse.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Elin Isle:
-Once you have reached the isle head to the left side of the isle and head down to the lone house.
-Once he lets you in you will have to answer some questions, just like you had to do the first time you 
met Yasian.
-Once you finally reach the wizard you will find that he looks just like Yasian. After a long 
conversation you will find out that you will have to go back in time and stop Quensan before he 
destroys Lorewyn. Also that the thing you got when you defeated the Spirit of Darkness is actually the 
half of Darkness of the Wishing Coin needed to use the fountain of Wishes. And that to find the half of 
Light you need to travel to the Realm of Light, to meet the Spirit of Light, which can be reached from 
faeryland. At the end of the conversation you will receive another enchanted bean from him.
-Then go back to the carpet and head to the spot where you planted the other enchanted bean, then head 
up to Faeryland.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Faeryland:
-First go to the faery that made you small  before, at the north right area. She will shrink you only if 
you agree to help the Queen who is fighting the bad faeries that escaped the Shrine of Fire.
-Follow the same path that you took last time to reach the castle, but I would stop at the faery village to 
stock up on supplies.
-I recommend buy four Sensible Badges because it will really help with the fights against the bad 
faeries, who last to cast a spell that can confuse the whole party.
-Then head to the castle and be prepared for fights with the bad faeries that are in the castle. (Hint for 
all, Lore works great, just watch out for the Temptation Song which causes confusion, unless you are 
equipped with Sensible Badges.)



-Once you are in the castle I recommend that you head to the right to the inn and save since you won't 
find any other save points for quite some time.
-Find the Faery Queen in her chambers and fight the head bad faery. If you know what works best and 
do that, the fight is actually pretty easy. The path to the Faery Queen is actually pretty straight forward.
-Then talk to the Faery Queen and follow her instructions about how to get to the Realm of Light. (The 
entrance to a staircase hidden behind her throne. The stairs will lead you to the roof of the castle and 
there you will find the portal to the Realm of Light.)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Realm of Light:
-Follow the paths around to explore the realm and while exploring try to get as many chests as you can 
cause there is good armor in some of the chests. When you head down the south path you will see a 
save point, which I recommend saving at when you reach it since the angels & the orbs in the realm can 
be quite hard, or at least I found them that way.
-You can go any way you want but I will tell you the way I went around the realm to get all the chests. 
First I went up from the portal to get two chests, then back down and head left from the portal to get 
another chest. Now head south from the portal and follow the path to find a save point. Continue 
following the path until you reach a cloud with one chest on it & the next cloud will have three more 
chests on it. Once again continue to follow the path around to reach two more chests & on this cloud 
you have a choice of two paths. Head up the north path first to find one chest, then go back and follow 
the left path around. When you reach the next intersection, take the left path to find one chest, then take 
the right path to continue making your way through the realm. The next cloud will have four chests on 
it, & then while following the path again you will come across two more chests before you reach the 
next intersection. When you do, take the top path to reach yet another chest, then go back and take the 
south path to find yourself at an intersection again. First take the south path to find two chests, then 
take the right path around to find one chest. When you reach the next intersection take the left path to 
find one chest, then go back and take the north path to four more chests before you reach the Spirit of 
Light. When you near the end of the path you will see a save point, and as usual save unless you want 
to go through the Realm of Light again if you lose.
-By the time you reach the second save point you should have gotten all the chests which include: Rare 
Herb x1, Indigo Berry x3, Light Helm x1, Catnip x1, Mustachio Pistachio x5, Scroll of Lightning x1, 
Herb x1, Light Mail x1, Water x2, Lucky Clover x2, Elixir of Defense x1, Light Shield x1, Tangerine 
Dream x1, Sword of Light x1, Scroll of Flame x1, Scroll of Blizzard x1, Grune x1.
-Once you have saved, if you want to that is, head north just a bit till you see a statue. But before you 
confront on the Spirit of Light though make sure you have done and gotten everything you want from 
the Realm of Light because after you win the she will automatically send you back down to Faeryland. 
Then make sure you are all healed up and when you are ready click on the statue to talk to her, then 
start the fight.
-If you know what the best attacks to use in a boss fight and you are using the best equipment, this fight 
can actually be pretty easy.
-Once you win she will give you the half of Light, then return you to Faeryland. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Faeryland:
-Leave the castle and head back to the faery that shrunk you and have her turn you back.
-Then go back down to Lorewyn and head back to the Wizard Yasian's house on Elin Isle.



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Wizard's House:
-Enter the house and follow the same path you used last time to get through the doors. In case you don't 
remember it is center, right, center.
-Talk to him & give him the two halves only to find out you have to make the Wishing Coin whole. He 
will tell you the best chance is to go to the Elemental Temple, it is an abandoned building in a hidden 
valley within the Zephyr range, just north of the Runic Tower.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Elemental Temple:
-Right before you enter the temple, go all the way to the left and climb down the vine to find a red 
chest with a Sword of Blood in it.
-Now go back to the entrance to the temple & break the barrier surrounding it to go in.
-You will find yourself in the main hall, if you go all the way to right you will find a mirror on 
tranquility & if you go all the way to the left you will find a save point.
-Entering the far right door will lead you to fire f1, follow the short path around to stairs that lead to f2. 
On f2 follow this path around, finding one chest along the way, till you reach a red pillar & click on it. 
(Hint: to activate each pillar you must click on it from the north side.)
-Now go back to the main hall and go through the right door to enter wind f1. It looks like you can't go 
anywhere but in fact you can, the path is just invisible, which I must say tripped me up both times I 
have played. This one will be a bit tricky since you can't see the path, but just have some patience & 
you will get through it. Make your way to the stairs that lead to f2, and once you are there the path to 
the purple orb is actually quite easy. Once you have activated that orb head back to the main hall once 
again.
-Now head all the way over to the far left door to enter earth f1. Follow this short path around to the set 
of stairs that take you to f2. Follow the path till you reach a green pillar this time and click on it to 
activate it.
-Once again head back to the main hall and this time go through the left door to reach water f1. As 
usual follow the spiral path around to reach the stairs that lead to f2. Follow the path all the way to the 
end to reach a chest, then go back a bit and head up that path. Now follow this path all the way around, 
collecting one more chest along the way, till you reach a blue pillar. 
-Once you have activated all the pillars you can reach the two islands in the main hall to collect the 
items in those chests. To get to the left island you have to cross another invisible bridge, that is marked 
by a crack in the floor right above a pillar, then cross the purple bridge to find another chest. To get to 
the right island cross the purple bridge to get to those chests, then you have to cross one more invisible 
bridge. It is once again marked by a crack in the floor in the northwest corner, cross it to get the last 
chest in the temple.
-Now you can cross the chasm by using the new purple path, straight up from the door. Once you enter 
the door at the end of the path you will be in the hall of Elements. Go straight up the bridge to reach the 
final pillar, but before you click on it make sure you are ready for a fight. (I recommend equipping 
Tyrin with the light sword in one hand because as you might have realized by now, almost every time 
he attacks it stuns whoever he is attacking. That is helpful so Mia doesn't have to use the sleep spell and 
she can just focus on using other spells at attack.)
-Once you agree to fight, you will fight each spirit one after the other, without a break in between. 
Once you win all four fights they will combine the two halves and you will get the Wishing Coin and 



now you can head down to the fountain of Wishes.
-By the time you leave the temple you should have all the chests, that is if you wanted to. The contents 
of the chests are: Bracelet of Strength x1, Sword of Blood x1, Staff of Blood x1, Lucky Clover x2, 
Water x2, Sword of Water x1, Sword of Earth x1, Sword of Fire x1, Sword of Wind x1, Seven League 
Boots x1, Gauntlet of Experience x1.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

~Fountain of Wishes:
-Once you get the full coin from the Elemental Temple head down to the Fountain of Wishes.
-Once there click the plaque thing on the left side, and when given the option choose the Wishing Coin 
from your inventory.
-Make your wish and watch what happens next.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Past:
-Fist start to head to Castle Lorewyn and when you reach the Balrame Bridge watch the cut-scene.
-As you reach the end of the bridge you will have to fight the Ogre again, but this time is much easier.
-After you win head over to Grune Town and once there head to the Firu house and find out that Sylea 
is alive and then head up to talk to her. You will find out that she remembers everything that happened 
before you made that wish and then you will explain things to her. Once you have done that but before 
you leave she will give you the Firu Breastplate, Shield, Helm & Blade.
-Once you are finished, leave the town and head north to enter the Great Hedge Maze.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~The Great Hedge Maze:
-First fight the giant spider so you can enter the maze, then head all the way down to the castle.
-Also if you haven't already gotten it, on your way down use the disillusion medallion to get to the 
green chest, which has a Ring of Mana in it. Then finish making your way down to the castle.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Castle Lorewyn:
-Once you reach the castle go in and make your way to the throne room once again. Enter and head all 
the way up to talk to Quensan or actually the Spirit of Darkness.
-He will tell you that if you attack him right now he will call upon the power of Lore using Quensan's 
power and body, and destroy Lorewyn. You then decide that you can't do anything at the moment and 
right after that Sylea will come in with Quensan's son, the real Baeon. Then watch what happens, and 
after the Spirit of Darkness leaves, talk to Quensan again and he will open up a portal to the Realm of 
Darkness for you with the last of his strength.
-Once you are ready step into the center of the portal to be transporter to the Realm of Darkness.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Realm of Darkness:
-Once you enter the realm, go into your item menu and select the crystal shard and when you exit the 



menu the shard will light up a small area around the party.
-Now make your way around through all the platforms, to reach another platform walk onto the symbol 
on the floor that looks like a mini portal. Once you are on top of the mini portal click and it will 
transport you to the next area.
-There are some chests scattered around, they can be a bit hard to get to, but there are ways, no matter 
what it seems. The chests contain: Dark Shield x1, Seven League Boots x1, Sword of Darkness x1, 
Lucky Clover x2, Water x4, Tangerine Dream x2, Dark Mail x1, Rare Herb x1, Ring of Life x1, Elixir 
of Speed x1, Gauntlet of Experience x1, Dark Helm x1, Indigo Berry x12, Ring of Mana x1.
(If you need a map go to this web-page: 
http://www.overcloud9.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=130&t=1309, then scroll down until you see a link 
to the actual map; bastian found or made this map for everybody.)
-Once you reach the final platform there will be three paths to choose from, the left path leads to a save 
point, the right path leads to a mirror of tranquility and the center path leads to the Spirit of Darkness.
-When you are ready walk up to the spirit and click to start the conversation. Eventually you will get 
the choice to fight him or leave, choose to fight him to start the fight.
-Once you have beat the Spirit of Darkness, he will transform and you will fight to fight him again. 
When you win the second time he will move aside so you can walk up until you reach another mini 
portal. Just like before walk up onto it and press enter to be transported back to the first platform just 
south of the big portal. Walk onto that portal to be transported back to Lorewyn.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~Lorewyn:
-You will return to the throne room in Castle Lorewyn, follow what they say next, then head out to find 
the Wizard Yasian.
-As you pass the Tryin Tower Baeon will say that it is getting late and that you all should rest at Tyrin 
Tower for the night.
-Head to the top of the tower to find Yasian waiting for you. Follow everything that happens next and 
when you are ready walk onto the portal to be transported home and end the game.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~BOSSES' FIGHTS:

  -Slime Lord, Slime Ball x3= 318 EXP; 429 Gems, & Elixir of Life found
Tryin= attack slime balls
Mia= ice on slime lord first; then ice on slime balls



  -Spider Her, Mommy Long Legs x2= 1,052 EXP; 516 Gems
Tryin= attack little ones first
Mia= ice on little ones first; then big one
Baeon= attack little ones first

  -Ogre= 1,600 EXP; 1,499 Gems, & Ogre's Club found
Tryin= head attack to put him to sleep, works really well; then double attack after that
Mia= fire works great
Baeon= heal when needed; otherwise just attack
Sylar= try to lower it's defense a couple of times till it works then just attack or use one of the scrolls 
you have

  -Merhag=  EXP;  Gems
Tryin= just attack
Mia= ice works the best
Baeon= heal when needed; otherwise just attack 
Sylar= attack down; then just attack

  -Orb of Fire= 2,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack(make sure you have Sword of Water)
Mia= ice works best
Baeon= heal when needed; then attack
Sylar= attack

  -Orb of Water= 2,000 EXP; 0 Gems & water found
Tryin= attack(make sure you have Sword of Fire)
Mia= fire II(if you have) works best
Baeon= heal when needed; then attack
Sylar= attack

  -Orb of Wind= 2,000 EXP; 0 Gems & water found
Tryin= attack(make sure you have Sword of Earth)
Mia= fire II works best
Baeon= heal when needed; then attack
Sylar= attack

  -Orb of Earth= 2,000 EXP; 1,000 Gems & water found
Tryin= attack(make sure you have Sword of Wind)
Mia= bolt works best
Baeon= heal when needed; then attack
Sylar= attack

  -The Four Orbs=  8,000 EXP; 1,000 Gems, 4 waters, & Runic Axe from chest
{focus on one orb at a time is the best advice I have found.}
Tryin= equip with one of the element swords to attack all the other orbs, but for that element orb he 



will be pretty much useless
Mia= the best spells for each are:
    Orb of Fire= Ice II;    Orb of Water= Fire II;    Orb of Earth= Bolt;    Orb of Wind= Ice II
Baeon= heal when needed, heal all is the best to use right now; then attack
Sylar= lower the orb's defense & mind until you get them; then attack

  -Huge Plant of horrors, Little Plant of horrors x2, Venus Guy Trap x2=  EXP;  Gems
{I recommend attacking the small plants first; then the big plant}
Tryin= just attack
Mia= lightning till all the little ones are dead; then bolt II on the big plant
Baeon= heal & cure when need otherwise attack
Sylar= defense & attack down till both work; then attack

  -the Gale Dragon= 6,000 EXP; 1,200 Gems
{If you are able to get him to sleep quickly the fight is pretty easy because he will stay asleep the whole 
time. Also using the poison claw for Sylar, it will poison him at some point and that takes away quite 
a bit of health each round.}
Tryin= use double attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then use fire II
Baeon= heal; otherwise attack(which is a bit pointless)
Sylar= intimidate & distract until they both work; then just attack

  -the Sea Dragon= 6,000 EXP; 1,200 Gems
{If you are able to get him to sleep quickly the fight is pretty easy because he will stay asleep the whole 
time}
Tryin= double attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then bolt II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin; mind up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise kind-of useless since his 
attacks don't work

  -Banned Books= 8,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= just attack(hint: best if you are using the knight's sword & the firu sword, that way you can hit 
twice & they are the best swords you have right now)
Mia= sleep until it works; then use fire II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin; mind up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Radasol(1st time)= 15,000 EXP; 5000 Gems
Tryin= just attack(hint: it is best if you have both knight's swords equipped that way you can hit twice, 
& they are the best swords you have right now)
Mia= sleep until it works & then again when he wakes up; otherwise use fire II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylea; mind up on Mia; heal when needed, otherwise attack
Sylea= just attack



  -Suckyoubus= 4,000 EXP; 4,000 Gems, & Elixir of Defense
{Hint: magic doesn't work on her, except sleep & maybe the others like that spell}
Tryin= attack(pretty useless for this fight)
Mia= sleep until it works, it might take a while, then try poisoning her; otherwise just keep putting her 
to sleep
Baeon= attack up on Sylea; heal, cure & raise when needed
Sylea= attack(she is the only one that can actually do any damage this time)

  -Minotaur= 10,000 EXP; 0 Gems; & Elixir of Strength
Tryin= attack
Mia= fire II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylea; heal when needed
Sylea= attack

  -Radasol?(2nd time)= 7,000 EXP; 3,400 Gems, & Crystal Axe
Tryin= just attack
Mia= sleep until it works & then again when he wakes up; otherwise use bolt II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylea; mind up on Mia; heal when needed, otherwise attack
Sylea= just attack

  -Radasol(2nd time)= 15,000 EXP; 5,000 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works & then again when he wakes up; otherwise use bolt II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylea; mind up on Mia; heal when needed
Sylea= attack

  -Blistinga= 8,000 EXP; 3,900 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then bolt II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylea; mind up on Mia; heal when needed
Sylea= triple attack

  -The Arachnid, arm 1,2,3,4= 10,111 EXP; 4,600 Gems; & Saber of Sorcery
Tryin= attack main body
Mia= lightning
Yasian= solarlight; then starlight
Dragon= sleeping breath until it works, then every time he wakes up; then attack

  -Radasol(3rd time)= 0 EXP; 0 Gems
doesn't matter who will die anyway

  -Radasol(4th time)= 15,000 EXP; 5,000 Gems



Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works, any time he wakes up; bolt II
Yasian= Lore; heal all II when needed; raise II when needed; starlight
Baeon= heal when needed; attack

  -Giant Skeleton= 12,000 EXP; 31,000 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then bolt II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin; heal when 
needed; attack

  -Flaming Skeleton= 12,000 EXP; 31,000 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then bolt II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin; heal when needed; attack

  -Lava Dragon= 6,000 EXP; 1,200 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then ice II
Baeon= attack up on Tryin, mind up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Ice Siren= 13,031 EXP; 3,406 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then bolt II or starlight

  -Snow Bastardo= 14,000 EXP; 2,543 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then fire II
Sylar= attack

  -Faery Queen= 15,000 EXP; 4,300 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works, & any time she wakes up; then darkstar
Sylar= attack

  -Spirit of Fire= 60,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then darkstar
Sylar= attack

  -Dune Dragon= 6,000 EXP; 1,200 Gems



Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works; then darkstar
Sylar= attack

  -Gouda= 20,101 EXP; 5,001 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works & if it wakes up; then starlight
Sylar= lower the  defense; then attack
Baeon= attack up for Tryin & Sylar, spirit up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Earth= 60,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works & if it wakes up; then darkstar
Sylar= lower the  defense; then attack
Baeon= attack up for Tryin & Sylar, spirit up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -The Guardian= 30,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep until it works & if she wakes up; then lore or darkstar
Sylar= lower the  defense; then attack
Baeon= attack up for Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Darkness= 15,000 EXP; 5,000 Gems, & ??? found
Tryin= attack
Mia= lore first; then sleep until it works & if it wakes up; then starlight 
Sylar= lower the  defense; then attack
Baeon= attack up for Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Baddest faery, faery Devil Mother, Toothsome faery, faery Tail= 76,768 EXP; 4,305 Gems & 
water found

Tryin= starlight on the baddest fairy
Mia= lore; then sleep until it works on the baddest fairy; then starlight
Sylar= attack the baddest fairy
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Light= 30,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= poison breath; then attack
Mia= sleep until it works & if she wakes up{unless you have Tyrin using the light sword, which will 
stun her every time he attacks}; then darkstar
Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; mind up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise attack



  -Spirit of Wind= 60,000 EXP; 1,200 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= sleep, unless you have Tyrin using the light sword, which will stun almost every time he attacks; 
then darkstar
Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; mind up on Mia; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Water= 60,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= darkstar
Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Fire= 60,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= darkstar
Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Earth= 60,000 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= darkstar
Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Ogre= 1,600 EXP; 1,499 Gems & Ogre's Club found
Tryin= attack
Mia= attack
Sylar= attack
Baeon= attack

  -Spider Her, Mommy Long Legs= 1,052 EXP; 516 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= attack
Sylar= attack
Baeon= attack

  -Spirit of Darkness(1)= 0 EXP; 0 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= lore
Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack

  -Spirit of Darkness(2)= 25,000 EXP; 23,456 Gems
Tryin= attack
Mia= lore



Sylar= defense down; then attack
Baeon= attack up on Tryin & Sylar; heal when needed; otherwise attack


